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Measuring progress is a relatively new concept that Arab statistical offices started to discuss during 

the last few years. The main audience of discussion is still among statisticians and in particular 

official statisticians. There have been a number of initiatives in the Arab region to discuss the issue 

of measuring progress and positively interact with the global initiative for measuring progress. In this 

context, a steering committee composed of country representatives, activists and regional 

commissions and institutions has been established. The committee has produced a position paper. In 

addition an Arab statement supporting the global initiative was declared during Istanbul meeting on 

measuring and fostering progress mid 2007.  

 

While there is almost consensus among Arab statistical offices on the importance of utilizing 

measuring progress as a replacement or complementary measure for the current indices to identify 

the situation in the countries regarding progress, some chief statisticians are still sceptical regarding 

the role of official statistics system in this regard.  

 

Lack of well defined roadmap regarding the progress and how to reach where is the main challenge 

that is facing a real progress in this regard. In addition, while it has been not difficult to accept the 

idea and mobilize fairly good support to accept discussions, the practical movement ahead is still at 

the runway. A more international interaction and dynamic cooperation is still needed in the Arab 

region to more the agenda ahead. In this context a fully fledged pilot project is really needed to 

provide real life evidence and show the difference and compare between the current frameworks and 

the potential benefits that could be brought at the measurement and partnership levels. 


